
Instructions  
                                                                                                      Jumbo 4 & Big 4                                                                                                  

                                                        

Unpack all the items, taking the counters out of the main body (part B). 
Making sure the body is the right way up - with the Garden Games logo at the 
top - slide the legs (parts A) onto the main body. This can be easier with the body 
laid on the floor, or upside down. Alternatively, enlist the help of another person 
to hold the body while you slide the legs on.
The bottom bar (part C) slides into the slots near the bottom of the legs and 
clicks into place with a metal catch. This stops the counters from falling through.

Set Up

What’s in the Box?
A - Two Legs
B - Main ‘body’ 
C - Bottom Bar
21 x Yellow Counters (Black in Hardwood Big 4)
21 x Red Counters (Green in Hardwood Big 4)
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Jumbo 4                                                        

Original Big 4

Hardwood Big 4



Please retain for future reference
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Look after your game!
This game can be played indoors or outdoors but should be stored indoors in a cool dry place when 
not in use. Because these games are made of wood, they should not be played in the rain or 
left outside in the rain. If they do get damp or wet, make sure you dry them out 
well before storing.

The 
Parachute Game Giant Dominoes 

(in a box)

Giant Tower

You may or may not be aware that we design and make many different kinds of 
garden games and play equipment other than our range of 4 in a row games!
Garden Games Limited has been designing and creating games for children and 
families since 1997 - so by now we really do know what we are doing.
Here are just a few that can be great for the whole family as well as just the kids..

for more information on these and other products visit our website:
www.gardengames.com

The logo to look out for...
There are many more products we have created - just look out for our Garden Games logo or 

flower emblem to be sure you have an official Garden Games Limited product.
The  brand is not just a logo, it is the whole family of ideas, 

service and quality that are behind every product. 
We are not a huge corporate and do not claim to be - 

we are proud of who we are and what we create 
so look out for our brand knowing that each product carrying our logo 

has a special standard we aim to maintain for years and years to come...

Not just 4 in a row...

Take it in turns to drop one of your coloured counters into one of the columns 
through the slots at the top - but be careful, you could set your opponent up to 
win if you are not thinking ahead! Think about blocking your opponent from 
making a line while building up counters in a winning line at the same time. The 
killer tactic is is to build up more than one winning line, this will force your op-
ponent to block one line leaving the other free - allowing you to complete a line 
and win.
  

The first player to get four of their counters in an uninterrupted row either 
diagonally, horizontally or vertically is the winner! When you are ready to play 
again simply pull the bottom bar to release the counters.

Playing the Game

The Winner


